Solution Brief

SAP Cloud Platform (SCP) – the Agile Solution for Your Systems

The Future Is the Cloud – SCP Connects and
Expands On-Premises and Cloud Systems

The question isn’t whether businesses should work with a
cloud platform, but when. Because digital business
models demand greater ﬂexibility. When it comes to
providing the required services and functionality,
we recommend the SAP Cloud Platform.
Constantin Freiherr Teuffel von Birkensee,
Expert Center of Excellence NextGen Solutions,
itelligence AG
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The Cloud Solution That Does More
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As a platform for hybrid systems, SCP lets you
connect on-premise systems to the cloud, and ﬂexibly
expands and integrates SAP and non-SAP systems.
You can also provide multiple services from
any on-premise system in the cloud via a secure
connection, using SAP Cloud Connector.
And SCP provides safe, simple access to IoT, mobile
and other off-premise systems and cloud applications. SAP offers a future-proof platform as a service
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Database, Search Engines and many more

(PaaS), with agile, state-of-the-art development tools
and services.

Easy on the Eye – Start the User

itelligence’s wide-ranging methods and technology

Experience before the Development

know-how include generating ideas to incorporate

The SAP Build Service in the SCP supports a ﬂexible,

user needs, designing working prototypes, SAP

completely user-centered development process. New

process consulting as well as programming and

solutions are designed via the cloud platform in

delivering new applications. The ﬁnal result lets

cooperation with end users and in accordance with

you build totally new processes using innovative

Fiori design guidelines. Involving users from the

technology.

get-go guarantees them a positive user experience.
They beneﬁt, and so do you: they get intuitive
interfaces that deliver the right content at the right
time, and you get lower implementation costs
because you no longer receive expensive change
requests just before you go live.
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Development Costs Drop and “Joy of Use” Increases When Users Are Integrated into the Design Process from the Get-Go
Source: Forrester Research, State of Customer Experience
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Digital Business

side by side. Your advantage? This leaves your digital

SCP makes it easy to expand your existing S/4HANA

core unchanged, making backend maintenance and

to incorporate new services, cloud applications, and

upgrades much easier.
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All Other Cloud-Based Applications (SaaS), Such as SAP Hybris Sales Cloud and SAP SuccessFactors, Can Also Be Expanded via SCP.
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Hybrid scenarios are the backbone of the
digital transformation and the future of the cloud.
Nico Bredenbals, Head of Center of Excellence NextGen Solutions, itelligence AG

The Three Core Functions of SCP

1

Expansion Platform
Enhances on-premise and
cloud applications

2

Integration Platform
Integrates data and
applications from SAP,
non-SAP, and cloud systems

3

Development Platform
Provides its own development
environment for applications
and services that can be
connected to SAP and
non-SAP systems

Our Services at a Glance:

n

Architecture planning for
hybrid systems

n

Managing cloud project
development

n

Planning hybrid development
environments for continuous
delivery

n

Fiori design consulting

n

Consulting and programming of
side-by-side enhancements

Do you want to find out more about SCP? Feel
free to contact us. Our consulting services show
you how to efficiently use SCP for your business.
» www.itelligencegroup.com/contact
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